
Enclosed please find a copy of the documents responsive to your public records request. The following
information is provided to explain the process employed in the review and production of the responsive
documents.

Redaction Key: Below is a “Key to Public Records Exemptions,” which lists information or documents
‘exempt from disclosure under the Public Records Act (PRA), Chapter 42.56 RCW or other statute. This
keyidentifies the statutory basesforthe applicable exemption and abrief explanation of how the exemption
‘applies to the record redacted. As you review these responsive documents, please refer to the Redaction
Key and the Exemption Log to identify the exemption and its applicationto the specified records.

Exemption Log: Following the Key to Public Records Exemptions is an Exemption Log. The Log identifies
‘exempt records by Bates number and provides a brief descriptionof the record. The Log also includes a
redaction code that corresponds with codes listed in the Key to Public Records Exemptions. E-mails are
identified by the most recent e-mail in a string. E-mail attachments are found immediately after the e-mail
to which itthey correspond(s). If an attachment includes exempt information, the attachment will be
separately identified on the Log. Any redacted information, the nature of which is not evidenton the face of
the record, will be noted on the log.

Redactions: Exempt information and records are redacted using black boxes (redactions) on various
pages of the responsive documents. The black box may be small or large, depending on the size of the
redaction. Within the redaction is a white code, whichnotes that information has been redacted and includes
a redaction code, such as “Redacted Text [1a] or simply [1a)." The redaction code designates the
‘applicable statutory exemption. Ifthere is only one code on the page, but there are numerous redactions,
that one statutory exemption applies to all the redactions. Otherwise, the code printed within the redaction
designates the exemptionforthat redaction. We have made every attempt to apply consistent redactions
‘on documents that contain the same information. In the event you locate documents that contain redactions
thatare not applied consistently, please let us know.

Duplicates: We have made every attempt to remove duplicate documents or blank documents. Any
duplicate or blank pages are inadvertent.

Metadata: E-mails exempt from production under the PRA or other statute cannot be provided in native
format with metadata because doing so would notallowthe City to redact exempt content from the e-mail.
Please note the City is unable to provide non-exempt e-mails in native format if the e-mail includes

attachmentsthat are exempt from productionunderthe PRAof other statute. If metadata is requested, the
metadata wil be pasted at the endofthe e-mail thread.

KeytoPublicRecordsExemptions

Redacted content contains a communication between cient
and atiomey for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal
advice exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW.

AePegctr1) | 5.60060(2)(@). which protects_attomey-ciient privileged
5:60.080(2)(@); RCW 42.56.0701) | communications, and RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects,

under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from
disclosure under another statute.
Redacted content is a communication between afiomeys

Attomey-Client Privilege~RCW | that reflect attorney-client communications regarding advice
5.60.060(2)(@); RCW 42.56.070(1) | exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 5.60.060(2)a).

which protects attorney-client privileged communications.
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and RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, 
information exempt or prohibited from disclosure under 
another statute. 

 [1c] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is a communication between members of 
the client agency for the purpose of gathering information to 
obtain legal advice or to convey attorney-client 
communications exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a), which protects attorney-client privileged 
communications, and RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, 
under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from 
disclosure under another statute. 

 [1d] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is a communication between attorney staff 
and members of the client agency for the purpose of 
gathering information to obtain legal advice or to convey 
attorney-client communications exempt from disclosure 
pursuant to RCW 5.60.060(2)(a), which protects attorney-
client privileged communications, and RCW 42.56.070(1), 
which protects, under the PRA, information exempt or 
prohibited from disclosure under another statute. 

 [1e] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is a communication between attorneys 
and attorney staff for the purpose of providing legal advice 
or that reflect attorney-client communications exempt from 
disclosure pursuant to RCW 5.60.060(2)(a), which protects 
attorney-client privileged communications, and RCW 
42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information 
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under another statute. 

 [1f] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is a communication between an insurance 
representative and members of the client agency for the 
purpose of gathering information to obtain legal advice or 
conveying attorney-client communications and is exempt 
from disclosure pursuant to RCW 5.60.060(2)(a), which 
protects attorney-client privileged communications, and 
RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, 
information exempt or prohibited from disclosure under 
another statute. 

[1g] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is a draft document provided by client 
agency to attorney for the purpose of obtaining legal advice 
regarding said document, exempt from disclosure pursuant 
to RCW 5.60.060(2)(a), which protects attorney-client 
privileged communications, and RCW 42.56.070(1), which 
protects, under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited 
from disclosure under another statute. 

[1h] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is legal advice exempt from disclosure 
pursuant to RCW 5.60.060(2)(a), which protects attorney-
client privileged communications, and RCW 42.56.070(1), 
which protects, under the PRA, information exempt or 
prohibited from disclosure under another statute. 

[1i] Attorney-Client Privilege – RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is a document compiled by client agency 
to for the purpose of obtaining legal advice regarding said 
document, exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 
5.60.060(2)(a), which protects attorney-client privileged 
communications, and RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, 
under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from 
disclosure under another statute. 



Redacted content contains drafts, notes, memoranda, orEE tn
ka attorney or attomey's agent prepared, collected, orAtomey ark Product Press ~ |007 2%,SSoonot oats cee

oe from disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56.290, which protects
records relevant to a controversy to which the agency is a

part.
AttorneyWork Product/ Work Redacted content contains notes, memoranda, statements,
Product Privilege-RCW 42.56.290 | or other records that reveal factual or investigative

information prepared, collected, or assembled in litigation or
in anticipation of litigation exempt from disclosure pursuant1 ROW 42.56290. whe protect records relevant 1 8

TTCent iat reveals opinions of mental pressionofatomey.
AttorneyWork Product Privilege— |or information prepared, collected,orassembled in litigation
RCW 42.56.290 or in anticipation of liigation exempt from disclosure

pursuant to RCW 42.56.290, which protects records relevantDE
Redacted content is a communication between attorneys
that reveals opinions or mental impression of attorney, orAlora Wolk Foden Piviege= |Daman iremra, colori, Secor 1aor

RCW 42.56.290 in anticipation of litigation exempt from disclosure pursuant1 RCW, 4256290; whieh protects records relevant 1 8
controversy towhichthe agencyis a party.

Redacted content is communication between members ofhe cent agency tha revels opmionsof mental pression
of attorney, or information prepared, collected, or assembledtoreWorkProduct Priviede~ |) Gugaton or in anlcpaion of igaion exempt fom

a disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56.290, which protectssoosdsJr
party.
Redacted content is communication between attorney staffa

AttorneyWork Product Privilege — | attorney, or information prepared, collected,or assembled in
RCW 42.56.290 litigationorin anticipationoflitigationexemptfromdisclosure

pursuant to RCW 42.56.290, which protects records relevantDe egay
Redacted content is communication between insurer and
city or city legal counsel that reveals opinions or mental
impression of an attorney or attorney's agent, or informationAtomeyWorkProduct Priviege= |TESS Colca. of assembed In ligaton of 1

oe anticipation of litigation exempt from disclosure pursuant to
RCW 42.56.290, which protects records relevant to a
controversy towhichtheagencyis a party.

Redacted content is communication amongst members of
theinsurerthat reveals opinions or mental impressionofan
attomey or attomey's agent, or information prepared,AtomeyWorkProduct PIvIeOe~ |Colcres or assembled in gation or n anipaton. of

56. Fron ui lig ag256.290, which protects records relevant6§ controversy
to whichtheagency is aparty.
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Redacied content s a preliminary draft n which opinions are
expressed or polices formulated or recommended, exempt

Deliberative Process— Preiminary | from disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56.260 which protects
Drafts - RCW 42.56.2680 Such preliminary drafts from disclosure except hat a specific

record is not exempt when publicly cited by an agency in
connectionwihany agency action.
Redacted content fs notes in hich opinions are expressed
or policies formulated or recommended. exempt. from

Deliberative Process ~Notes ~ | disclosurepursuantto ROW4256.280 which protects such
RCW 4256280 notes ffom disclosure except that a specific record is not

exempt when publicly cited by an agency in connection wih
any agency action
Redacted content 1 a recommendation in Which opons
are expressed or policies formulaled or recommended.Delbertones eepsu to RCI 43 538) whe

pry protect such recommendations from disclosure except thal
2 specifc record is not exempt when publcy ced by an
gency inconnection vith any agency action.
Redacted content is an nra-agency memorandum In Which
opinions are expressed or polices formulated orDelbert Process nis. | re musa ROWAgency - SSSR TR wen pres eh mementoesos

LY except that a specific record s not exempt when publcyced by an agency inconnectionvith any agency action
Redacied content fs an application for public employment

fons — | and contains the names of appiican(s). resumes), andBueEpos ptstors-|5, Ce LATSBc), mts,
28 respect o an applicant and is exempt fom disclosure under

RCW 4256.250(2), which protects public employment
ppications.

Redacted content Ts private formation of @ publ
employee, public volunteer, or a dependent of a public
employee or public volunteer exempt from disclosure under
RCW 42.56.230(4), which protects personal identifying
information in personnel-ype records. The private
information may contain residential address(es), residential
telephone number(s), personal_ witless telephone
number(s), eleciionic mail address(es), Social secur

eeOar, | number(s), driver’ icense number(s). identicard number(s).
Address;Phone:EmaliSON. | payroll deductions including the amount and identification of
Emergency Contact Namesand | fhe deduction, and emergency contact imormation of
D0 Fydepends employee(s) or volunteers of a public agency, and the

name(s) date(s) of bith, address(es), telephone number(s).
and electronic mail addresses), social security numbers).
driver's license. number(s), identicard number(s). and
emergency contact informationofdependentsof employees
or volunteers ofa pubic agency that s heldby the agency in
personnel records, public employment related records,
Volunteer rosters,orincluded in anymailinglist of employees.
orvolunteersofanypubic agency.
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[4c] 
Public Employees – Personal 
Information in Personnel Files – 
RCW 42.56.230(3) 

Redacted content is personal information in a file maintained 
for an employee, appointee, or elected official of a public 
agency exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 
42.56.230(3)to the extent that disclosure would violate his or 
her right to privacy. 

[4d] Public Employees – Applications – 
RCW 42.56.250(1) 

Redacted content is test questions, scoring keys, and other 
examination data used to administer a license, employment, 
or academic examination that is exempt from disclosure 
under RCW 42.56.250(1), which protects examination data. 

[4e] 
Employment Security Department 
records — RCW 50.13.100; RCW 
42.56.070(1)  
 

Redacted content is Department of Employment Security 
information or records concerning an individual or employing 
unit obtained by the local government agency exempt from 
disclosure pursuant to RCW 50.13.100, which provides that 
Chapter 50.13 RCW shall not prevent the disclosure of 
information or records deemed private and confidential if all 
details identifying an individual or employing unit are deleted 
so long as the information or records cannot be foreseeably 
combined with other publicly available information to reveal 
the identity of an individual or employing unit, and RCW 
42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information 
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under another statute. 

[4f] L&I claim files and records – RCW 
51.28.070; RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is information contained in Department of 
Labor and Industries’ claim files and records of injured 
workers exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 
51.28.070, which provides such records are confidential and 
shall not be open to public inspection, and RCW 
42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information 
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under another statute. 

[4g] Routine employee performance 
evaluations - RCW 42.56.230(3) 

Redacted content is a routine performance evaluation of a 
public employee that does not contain particular incidents of 
misconduct exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 
42.56.230(3) and Spokane Research & Defense Fund v. City 
of Spokane, 99 Wn. App. 452 (2000); Dawson v. Daly, 120 
Wn.2d 782 (1993). 

[4h] 
Public employees’ full month and 
year of birth in personnel file – 
RCW 42.56.250(8)  

Redacted content is the birthdate of a public employee that 
is located in the employee’s personnel file, which is exempt 
from disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56.250(8), which 
protects from disclosure public employees’ month and day of 
birth when located in a personnel file.  

[4i] Public employees’ photograph in 
personnel file – RCW 42.56.250(8) 

Redacted content is the photograph of a public employee 
that is located in the employee’s personnel file, which is 
exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.56.250(8), 
which protects from disclosure public employees’ 
photograph(s) when located in a personnel file. 

[4j] 

Public employee identifying 
information as subject of 
unsubstantiated complaint – RCW 
42.56.230(3); RCW 42.56.050 
 

Redacted content is identifying information of a public 
employee subject to an unsubstantiated complaint to the 
extent such disclosure would violate the employee’s right to 
privacy. RCW 42.56.230(3); RCW 42.56.050; 
Bainbridge Island Police Guild v. City of Puyallup, 172 
Wn. 2d 398 (2011). 
  

[4k] 
Employment eligibility verification 
form (I-9 form) – 8 USC § 
1324a(b)(5); RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is identifying information of a public 
employee provided in connection with submitting 
employment verification information which shall only be used 



CT]limited purposes under 8 USC § 1324a(b)(5); and RCW
42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information
exempt orprohibitedfromdisclosureunder another statute.

i Redacted content is the names of complainants, other
NemesofComplaints, Accuses. | gccusrs, and winesses named in iniesigaive records

Senin prs wens Zo from disclosure pursuant to RCW.

CreatorDeb Card Number or | Redacted conten s 8 cred or Geb card number andor
Expiration Date—RCW expiration date exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW.
25620 256200

Redacted conn T= 3 300al SECU RUmber, WHEN 5
Social Security Numbers—42USC| confidential and shall not be disclosed as provided by 42.
§ 405(c)(2)(Cviii)(1); RCW USC § 405(c)2)(C)viii)(1), and RCW 42.56.070(1), which
42.56.070(1) protects, under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited

from disclosure under another statute.
Redacted content is personal information ofa child enrolled
in a public program serving children, adolescents, orSuerte, including but not medto parks and recreationmoth programs and youlhdevelopment programs has beenpersnatmematono Crider RC

Programs ~ ROW 42.56 230(2) |42:38:230(2)(@)(i. The last name and addressofthe family
‘member of guardianof a child subjectto this provision maycbreacted bocause th formation alsa exempt rom
disclosure if this information would result in disclosureofthepersonal formation ofthe chia

ee eo omepum cwase2s© |42.56.230(5) fromdisclosurepursuantto RCW 42.56.230(5)

EW Oiner Fania Account Number—|number exempt. fiom scare. pursuant to. ROW
RCW 42.56.230(5) 42.56.230(5)

Redacted or withheld content is specific intelligence
information and specific investigative records compiled by

— investigative, law enforcement, and penology agencies, and
Invesigatelaw ferenta0 |tc agencies vsted wih the responsibly 1 dscpine
RCW 42.56.240(1) ‘membersofany profession exemptfrom disclosure pursuant

- to RCW 42.56.240(1), whichprotectssuch information when
nondisclosure is essentialtoeffective law enforcementorforhe protectionof persons righ fo privacy under
Redacied content 1s nformaten revealing the Gently of 8

witnessorvictimof acrimeor apersonwhohasfiled a
‘complaint with investigative or law enforcement agencies is.Identity of winesseso victimsof | exempt from discos pursuant to ROW 42 56.3400),

crimes — RCW 42.56.240(2) which protects such information, when disclosure would
endanger a person's life, safety, or property or when the
‘witness, victim, or complainant has expressed a desire for
nondisclosure.
Redacted content is information revealing the identity of a

IdentityofChild Victimof Sexual child victim of sexual assault including the name, address,
Assault- ROW 42.56.240(5); RCW| location, and photographs of the child, exempt from
10.52.100; RCW 10.97.130; RCW | disclosure under RCW 42.56.240(5), RCW 10.52.100 and
42.56.070(1) RCW 10.97.130, and RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects,

unger the PRA formation exempt or probed from
©



hmerelative of the alleged perpetrator, the identificationofthe
relationship i also redacted.
Redactedor withheld content is video recording from a law
enforcement vehicle-mounted camera and any
corresponding sound recording, including those from an

Dash Cam Video and Sound offcer-wom sound recording device exemptfiom disclosure
Recordings~RCW9.73.090; RCW| pursuant to ROW 9.73.00 which provides. sich records
4256.070(1) cannot be made publicly available until final isposition of

any criminal or civil ligation, and ROW 42.56.070(1), which
protects, under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited
rom disclosure under another statute.
Redaciedcontent is a bookingphoto of @ person confined in
Jail, exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 70.48.10.

Booking Photos~RCW Which provides such records shall be confidential. This
70.48.100(2); RCW 42.56.070(1) | information 1s also exempt from disclosure under RCW.

42.56,070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under anather statute.
Redacted content is nonconviction data contained on a ‘rap
shee," which mayonlybedisseminatedasspecifiedin ROW

Nonconviction Records~RCW |10.97.050, and is therefore exempt from disclosure under
10.97.050;ROW4256.070(1) | RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA,

information exempt or prohibited fom disclosure. under
another statute.
Redacted content is information from national crime
information databases (NCIC. ll System, FIRS) consisting
of identification records, criminal history records, protection

on on115.0 ay>> |orders,and wanted person records which is prohibited from
en322s a7801) dissemination pursuant to 28 USC. 534(0(1). This

: information is also exempt from disclosure under RCW.
42.56,070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information
‘exemptor prohibited fromdisclosureunder another statue.

“The redacted content is fe nameof a juvenile contained in
arecordrelatedtothecomissionofajuvenieoffenseother
than the official juvenile court fie. This information is

Nameof duvende Onder-ROW|$3500) “ana 13), mess themiomaton. camral 13.50.050(3) and (5); RCW on a . on, canturs reasonably be expected to identify the juvenile or the
984 juvenie’s family. This information is also exempt fiom

disclosure under RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under
the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure.
under another statute.
“The redacted content is the dentiying information of a
juvenile contained in a record elated to the commission of a
juvenile offense other than the official juvenile cout fie.
Such information may consist of residential addresses,

SEO60ang; | telephone numbers, email addresses, DOB, DOL, SSN or
en eh orm other identification number. This information is confidential

: 504 andmaynotbereleased underRCW 13.50.050(3)and(5),
unless the information cannot reasonably be expected to
identity the juvenile or the juvenii’s famiy. This information
is also exempt from disclosure under ROW 42.56 070(1

7



memeprohibited from disclosure under another statute
The redacted content is the photograph of a Juverle
contained ina record related to the commissionof a juvenile
offense other than the official juvenile court file. This
information is confidential and may ot be released under

7 BEOemes |RCW 13.50.050(3) and (5). unless the information cannot
py d reasonably be expected fo identify the juvenile or the

juvenile's family. This information is also exempt from
disclosure under RCW 42.56.0701), which protects, under
the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure
under another statute.
“The redacted content /s the name of a Juvenie’s parent
contained ina record relatedto the commissionof a juvenile
offense other than the official juvenile court fie. This
information is confidential and may not be released under

are Rar1520Sadrang | RCW 13.50.050(3) and (5). unless the information cannot
8oro, reasonably be expected fo identify the juvenile or the

: A juvenile's family. This information is also exempt from
disclosure under ROW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under
the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure
under another statute
The redacted content 5 the identiying information of a
juvenile's parent contained in a record related to the
commission of a juvenile offense other than the official
juvenile court fle. Such information may consist of

. Jo | residential addresses, telephone numbers, emal addresses,
Ientitying InformationofJUVenie | DOL SSNorother dentfication number. This information is

en nateea ew confidential and may not be released under RCW
eatand 13.50.050(3) and (5), unless the information cannot

reasonably be expected to identify the juvenile or the
juvenile's family. This information is also exempt from
disclosure under RCW 42.56.0701), which protects, under
the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure
under another statute.

“The redacted content is fhe nameof a juvenile contained in
2 record not related tothe commissionof a juvenile offense.
This information is _ confidential pursuant to RCW

Nameof Juvenile-ROW 13.50.100(2) and may only be released in accordance RCW
13.50.100;ROW 42.56.070(1) | 13.50.010. This informaion is also exempt from disclosure:

under ROW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA,
information exempt or prohibited from disclosure. under
another statute.
“The redacted content 1s The identiying formation of a
juvenile contained in a record not relatedtothe commission
of a juvenile offense. This information is confidential

oman”"8=| pursuantto RCW 13.50.100(2) andmayonly be released in
Srbrea accordance RCW 13.50.010. This information is also

854 exempt from disclosure under RCW 42.56.070(1), which
protects, under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited
rom disclosure under another statute.
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The redacted cortent is the photograph of a juvenile victim
contained in a record not related to the commission of a
juvenie offense. This information is confidential pursuantto

PhotographofJuvenile ~RCW | RCW 13.50.100(2) and may only be released in accordance
1350100; ROW 42.56.070(1) | RCW 1350.010. This information is also exempt from

disclosure under RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under
the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure
under another siatute.
Redacted content is Information identiying Ghd Vicims
under age eighteen who are victims of sexual assaults by
juvenile offenders is confidential and not subject to release:
under RCW 13.50.050(14). The redacted information may

Child VictimsofSexual Assault, | include identifying information such as the child victim's
dentfication confidential-RCW | name, addresses, location, photographs, and in cases in
13.50.050(14); RCW 107.130; | which the child victim is a relativeof the aieged perpetrator,
RCW 42.56.070(1) idenificaton of the relationship between the chid and he

alleged perpetrator. This information is also exempt from
disclosure under RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under
the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure
under another statute.

Redactedcontentsthe dentlyofa ving ShiaVietorid
RightsofChidVictimsand witness includinghisorhername and addressaswellasthe
Witnesses~ROW 7.69A.030(4); | relationship ih the alleged perpetrator, if the child is a
RCW 7.694.050; RCW relative of the alleged perpetrator, which is exempt fom
42.56.070(1) disclosure pursuant to ROW 7.69A030(4) and 050 to

protect. Photographsofthe child vitim or itnesscannotbe
disclosed to the public without permission. This information
is also exempt from disclosure under RCW 42.56.070(1),
which protects, under the PRA, information exempt or
prohibited from disclosure under another statute

Redacted of wield content 1 valuable formulas, designs.
drawings, computer source code or object code, andFinancial commercialand | 00 hy any ageny wham foe years of

Beam 556 27001; | the request for disclosure exempt from disciosure under
RCW 42.56.270(1) when disclosure would produce private
gain and public loss.

Financial, commercial, and: 3 Redacted or withheld content is material prohibited fromBoComonot—Foiray |eproduction or copying under copyright aw 17 U S.C. §§
rs4 (eda! | 102, 301, and T06(1), and ROW 4256.070(1), which

oro airy Rem 5%172 | protects, under the PRA, information exempt or prohibited
201 an wai: from disclosure under another statute.

Redacted content is information required of a taxpayer in
connection with the assessment or collecion of a tax, which

PersonalInformation ~TaxREtUMS| is exempt from disclosure under ROW 42.56.230(4) if the
Lah: disclosureofthe information to other persons vould violate

54 the taxpayer's right to privacy or result in an unfair
competiive disadvantage tothetaxpayer.

Federal Tax Retum and Relum | Redacted content s a federal tax retum andlor federal fax
Information Confidential 26. retum information that is confidential and may not be
USC. § 6103: ROW 42.56.070(1) | released under 26 U.S.C. 6103. and ROW 42.56.0701).

s



Which protects, under the PRA, information exempt or
prohibited from disclosure under another state.
Return information includes a taxpayer's identity, the nature,
Source, or amount of his income, payments, receipts,
deductions, exemptions, reds, assets, libiltes,networth,
tax liability, tax withheld, deficiencies, overassessmens, or
tax payments, whether the taxpayer's retu was, is being,
or will be examined or subject to other investigation or
processing, or any ofher data with respect to a retum
including the determination ofany labilty)
Redacted content is “tax information” defined by ROW
82.32330(1)(c), including a “taxpayer's identity” concerning
ataxpayer's retum whichisthe subjectofan investigation by
the WA Dept. of Revenue. The redacted content is

Tax information-RCW confidential and privileged and exempt from disclosure
82.32.330(2); RCW 42.56.070(1) | pursuant to RCW 82.32.330(2) which prohibits disclosure of

tax information by any person except as authorized by that
section, and RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under the.
PRA, information exemptorprohibitedfrom disclosure under
another statute.

Redactedcontent is informationof an individual's absractof
complete diving record that may not be released to a thirdoor RC |

52.1303); 804 42.56.0701), which protects, under the PRA, information
exempt orprohibitedfrom disclosureunder another statute.
Redacted conten 5 a document relating to an agency's real
estate transactions) that is exempt from disclosure under
RCW 42.56,260. The contentof the redaction may include a
real estate appraisal (within three years) andor a recordFea Este Transactions ROW | rrre propor

56 sie, acquisition of a lease, or the minimum price of real
estate that vill be offered for sale or lease because public
knowledge would likelyaffect the price.

Redactedcontent is a reportorrecordofan autopsyor
postmortem deemed confidential pursuant fo RCW

Aes,PeReporte |68.50.105(1). This information is also exempt from
ee Sarsaaa | disclosure under RCW 42.56.0701), hich protects, under

: the PRA, information exempt or prohibited from disclosure
under another statute.
Redacted confent i information regarding the Infrastructure
andsecurityofcomputer and telecommunications networks,

Security - Computer and consistingofsecurity passwords, security access codes and
Telecommunications Networks | programs, access codes for secure software applications,
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42.56.360(2) which protect such health care information, and 
RCW 42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, 
information exempt or prohibited from disclosure under 
another statute. “Health care information” means any 
information that identifies or can readily be associated with 
the identity of a patient and directly relates to the patient’s 
health care.   

[11f] 
Abuse of Vulnerable Adults – 
Report – RCW 74.34.095(1); RCW 
42.56.360(2) 

Redacted content is information related to reports, files, 
records, communications, working papers, or identities of 
reporters related to an investigation into the abuse of 
vulnerable adults pursuant to RCW 74.34.095(1), and RCW 
42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information 
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under another statute.  

[11g] Local Government Whistleblower 
Protection – RCW 42.41.030(7) 

Redacted content is the identity of a local government 
employee who made a good-faith report of alleged improper 
governmental actions of local government officials and 
employees, as those terms are defined at RCW 42.41.020, 
and exempt from disclosure pursuant to RCW 42.41.030(7).   

[11h] 
Public Utility Customer Information 
– RCW 42.56.330 

 

Redacted content contains the address, telephone number, 
electronic contact information, or customer-specific utility 
usage and billing information in increments less than a billing 
cycle of a customer of a public utility, which is contained in 
the records or lists held by that public utility. 

[11i] 
Post-mortem photos – U.S. Const. 
amend. XIV; RCW 42.56.070(1) 

Redacted content is post-mortem photographs which 
photographs implicate privacy rights protected by the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.  This 
information is exempt from disclosure under RCW 
42.56.070(1), which protects, under the PRA, information 
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under another statute. 
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Haggard & Ganson LLP 
Municipal Law • Investigations • Neutral Services  

19125 North Creek Pkwy, Suite 120, PMB 337, Bothell, Washington 98011  
haggardganson.com • 425.329.2611 

 
August 8, 2022 

 
 
Mr. Mike Bolasina 
Summit Law Group 
315 Fifth Avenue South, Ste 1000 
Seattle, WA 98104 
 

Re: City of Lynnwood discrimination investigation 
 
Dear Mr. Bolasina: 
 

At your request, I investigated two discrimination complaints, both of which were 
submitted on May 9, 2022, against City of Lynnwood Councilmember Jim Smith. The 
complaints alleged that Smith engaged in discriminatory conduct on the basis of race 
and/or sex. In the course of the investigation, I interviewed the following people on the 
dates indicated:  

 Christine Frizzell, Mayor, on May 13, 2022 

 Leah Jensen, Executive Assistant to the Mayor, on May 23, 2022 

 Douglas Raiford, Race and Social Justice Coordinator, on May 23, 2022 

  
 on May 26, 2022 

  on May 27, 2022 

  on June 10, 2022 

  on June 10, 2022 

 Councilmember Jim Smith on July 21, 20221 

  on August 1, 2022 

Because some of the alleged conduct occurred during City Council meetings, I 
watched pertinent portions of the video footage from meetings that occurred on December 

 
1 I also reviewed Councilmember Smith’s written response to the complaints, which he sent me on August 1, 
2022. 
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6, 2021; February 22, 2022; February 28, 2022; April 18, 2022; April 25, 2022; May 16, 
2022; May 23, 2022; and July 20, 2022.  

This report constitutes a summary of the evidence, the witness interviews, and the 
conclusions I draw therefrom. It is not intended as a full recitation of the facts gathered. I 
base my conclusions on a preponderance of the evidence standard, under which I accept 
an allegation as fact when it is more probably true than not true.  

FACTS 

 Summary of written complaints 

 On May 9, 2022, Leah Jensen and Douglas Raiford submitted written complaints 
alleging that Councilmember Jim Smith discriminated against them on the basis of race 
(both are Black). Jensen also alleged that Smith discriminated against her on the basis of 
sex. In summary, the written complaints allege that Smith:  

 Asked Jensen for information he was not entitled to, and continued to press for the 
information after she declined to provide it.  

 Attempted to direct Jensen’s work.  

 Obstructed the confirmation of Arra Rael, a LGBTQ+ woman of color, to the City’s 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Commission (DEIC), while simultaneously 
pushing for the confirmation of Michael Miller, a less qualified straight white male. 
Jensen’s complaint characterizes this as “institutionalized racism.” 

 Made unhelpful comments and disrupted DEIC meetings that Raiford and/or 
Jensen attended or oversaw.  

 Made dismissive comments about race and equity work to Raiford, including 
insinuations that the work is agenda driven.  

 Attempted to change the municipal code to “eliminate applicants of color” from 
commissions. 

Councilmember Smith’s general denial of the complaints 

Councilmember Smith denies all allegations. He told me that because he lived in 
Hawaii, Japan, and the Philippines as a child, he understands what it is like to be a 
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minority. He said he came of age during the civil rights era of the 1960s and learned that 
“you don’t see color.”  

Smith admitted that he still regularly attends DEIC meetings, even though he is 
not the council liaison. He admitted that he does not regularly attend any other board or 
commission meetings, except for the board for which he is the council liaison. He claimed 
he has a genuine interest in the DEIC, although sometimes he does not agree with the 
positions the DEIC takes. For example, he gets offended if the DEIC commissioners use 
the term “white privilege,” as he believes that is “racist.” 

Smith said he believes his preferred DEIC candidate, Michael Miller, is qualified to 
serve as a DEIC commissioner. He claimed Miller is Native American and would 
contribute to the diversity of the commission because he would be the only Native 
American and the only male.   

Smith admitted asking Jensen for information, but claimed he was entitled to that 
information. He denied attempting to direct Jensen’s work. He said his requests of Jensen 
were “polite and businesslike” and that his interactions with Raiford have always been 
“amicable.”2  

The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Commission 

The DEIC, which was created via City Council ordinance in 2018, is an advisory 
commission whose duties include the following:  

 Achieving Lynnwood’s Community Vision in regard to being a welcoming 
city and a cohesive community that respects all; 

 Recommending effective strategies for public engagement, removing 
barriers, and increasing access to city services for our city’s diverse 
population; 

 Recommending areas for addressing root causes of inequities and lack of 
access and recommending opportunities for community partnerships; 

 Facilitating the building of relationships with underserved and 
underrepresented communities and serving as Trusted Messengers to the 
community at large. 

Per the Lynnwood Municipal Code (LMC), the Mayor nominates candidates for 
commission appointments and the City Council confirms.  With regard to DEIC 

 
2 Emails between Smith and Raiford indicate they had a long conversation while volunteering at the local 
food bank—which Smith said he enjoyed.  
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appointments, I understand that the Mayor’s nomination occurs after Raiford and a 
committee of two commissioners have reviewed applications and moved a qualified 
candidate forward, the candidate has come to a DEIC meeting to introduce themselves, 
and the Mayor has interviewed the candidate. The DEIC is comprised of seven 
commissioners. Currently, all seven are women, and six of them are of color.  

As the Executive Assistant to the Mayor, Jensen supports the DEIC along with 
other boards and commissions. As the Race and Social Justice Coordinator, Raiford serves 
as the staff liaison to the DEIC.  

In early 2021, Councilmember Smith briefly served as council liaison to the DEIC. 
Smith told me he asked to be appointed as liaison; he said he had attended DEIC meetings 
even before being elected to his current council seat in November of 2019.  

In March of 2021,  sent an email to Council 
President George Hurst requesting that Smith be replaced as liaison.  email 
described Smith as “not an ally to the work of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.” Her email 
alleged that Smith repeatedly rolled his eyes during meetings and that: 

In several meetings he has had agitated and disordered reactions to 
Commissioners, , and Chair on issues being 
discussed around race and social justice. He is silent in times where he could 
support and vocal creating barriers and what he considers acceptable 
behavior for people of color. He consistently points to a lack of individual 
racism on his part and on the part of many good people living in Lynnwood 
and City employees; in doing so he does not see a systematic issue about race 
and outcomes and therefore no need to take any action, certainly oblivious to 
systematic and individualized racism.  

In response to  email, Hurst removed Smith as DEIC liaison and started 
attending meetings in Smith’s place. Smith said that when Hurst asked him to step down, 
he did not elaborate on the reasons, nor did he tell him about  email. Smith said 
the first time he saw  email was when this investigation commenced in May of 
2022.  

described Smith as willfully blind to systemic and institutionalized 
racism. She said, “He did not seem to want to further his knowledge.” She summarized 
Smith’s attitude as, “I’m not racist, so racism must not exist.” She said he often referred 
to racism as something that occurred in the past but is no longer relevant. She said he 

Redacted Text [4L] 
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repeatedly mentioned that he understood what it is like to be a minority because he had 
lived in Hawaii as a child.  

Multiple witnesses mentioned Smith’s tendency to claim that his childhood 
residency in Hawaii or Asia gave him an understanding of what it is like to be a minority.3 
This tendency is widely seen as tone deaf. One witness said it “makes people of color 
angry.”  

,4 who served on the DEIC for approximately seven 
months in 2021, told me she disagreed with Smith being removed as the DEIC liaison and 
believed it was motivated by  dislike of Smith.5 She said that at Smith’s first 
DEIC meeting,  questioned why Smith was the liaison and alleged that because 
Smith is a straight white male, he does not have anything to contribute.  

 characterized that as “reverse racism.” 

However, the DEIC commissioners and staff did not object to Council President 
Hurst, also a white male, serving as the new liaison. Witnesses said Hurst listened to the 
commission’s discussions and did not interject with unproductive behaviors or opinions. 
Witnesses said this was a noticeable contrast to how Smith had behaved.  

Even after he was replaced as the liaison, Smith continued to attend DEIC 
meetings on a regular basis. As noted, he admitted he does not routinely attend meetings 
for other commissions, except for the LEOFF Board, for which he serves as council 
liaison. Witnesses said Smith’s presence at DEIC meetings continues to not add value. 

 said Smith always shows an inclination to “put the 
brakes on rather than help the wheels spin.”  

Witnesses said that on more than one occasion, Smith accused the DEIC of 
violating the Open Public Meetings Act. , who 
served as staff liaison to the DEIC before Raiford was hired in September of 2021, said the 
DEIC always gave proper notice of meetings and conducted them in public; however, 
sometimes agendas or minutes would go out a little late.  said it seemed as though 
Smith was being “hyper-technical,” was “scrutinizing” the DEIC in a way he did not 
scrutinize other commissions, and “was watching the agenda posting and minutes posting 

 
3 Smith made this comment multiple times in public meetings. He also mentioned it during his investigative 
interview. 
4  is the daughter of , a current councilmember. 
5   ran against Smith for City Council in 2019. However, I did not get the impression that  
opinion of Smith was the result of sour grapes, as was able to clearly explain why she believed 
Smith’s perspective on race and social justice issues was undereducated.  
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like a hawk.”  said that when Smith raised challenges about the DEIC complying 
with the OPMA, it always sounded “accusatory.”  

Witnesses said they do not believe Smith has a genuine interest in DEI work; 
rather, his motivation for attending DEIC meetings is to keep watch and intimidate. 
Raiford said his impression is that Smith “is letting us know he is watching.” Witnesses 
said that when DEIC meetings occurred remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Smith 
would regularly interject in the chat, such that staff felt compelled to remove the chat 
function.   

Smith told me that it is his prerogative as a member of the public to attend public 
meetings, including those of the DEIC. He denied accusing the DEIC of violating the 
OPMA, although he said he did question whether one special meeting had been properly 
noticed 24 hours in advance. Smith told me he thought the DEIC practice of forming 
small committees to review commissioner applications was problematic under the 
OPMA.6  

Smith said he interjected in the chat only to help the commissioners with 
parliamentary procedure, and on one occasion he delivered comments during the public 
comment period.  

Beginning in 2021, Councilmember Smith made efforts to promote the 
appointment of his friend, Michael Miller, to the DEIC. On June 27, 2021, Smith emailed 
former Mayor Nicola Smith, stating, “We have a policy of Lynnwood residents prioritized 
for commissions as you know.  Mike Miller lives in Lynnwood and applied for the DEIC 
many months ago. Additionally, he would be the first Native American on the 
Commission. Please put him ahead of the other candidates.” (Emphasis added.) 
 

Former Mayor Nicola Smith responded to Smith’s email, “There were many 
applicants for DEI. Commissioners scrubbed all the applications and Mr. Miller did not 
make the cut along with others. Nor has he attended any DEI meetings. Therefore, he is 
not going to move forward at this time.” Nicola Smith forwarded Councilmember Smith’s 
email and her response to  and to Leah Jensen.  

 
No one I interviewed spoke ill of Michael Miller as a person or community member; 

Raiford, in particular, praised him as a “good man.” However, many witnesses 
questioned his qualifications to serve on the DEIC. told me that Miller “never rose 
to the top in terms of application or interests.” He said that, unlike other candidates who 

 
6 I am not aware of the sub-committees having a quorum of DEIC members attend.  
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work in the DEI field and/or serve as spokespeople for communities of color, Miller never 
demonstrated a real understanding of DEI issues or a true interest in the work.  

 
According to , in evaluating candidates the commissioners 

look at whether potential members understand oppression, the need to “elevate and 
amplify voices,” and the “systemic nature of inequity.” They ask, “Can this person be an 
advocate for community members?”  said Miller did not fit these criteria. 

 
As noted, Councilmember Smith has claimed that Miller has Native American 

heritage; however, staff are skeptical about how meaningful this is. I asked Smith 
whether he is aware of Miller having lived experience as a Native American—for example, 
has he resided on a reservation or participated in Tribal traditions? I also asked Smith if 
he is aware of Miller having professional experience or education in equity or social 
justice work. Smith said he thinks the answer to both questions is yes; however, he was 
unable to provide specifics.  

 
City Council opposition to Race and Social Justice Coordinator position 

In 2020, the DEIC advocated for the creation of the Race and Social Justice 
Coordinator position (Raiford’s position). Multiple councilmembers, including but not 
limited to Smith, questioned whether the position should be created. Ultimately, former 
Mayor Nicola Smith utilized executive authority to hire for the position, which had been 
included in an earlier budget.   

Councilmember Smith told me that he and other councilmembers questioned the 
position due to declines in city revenues; he said his opposition to the position was 
monetary and not philosophical.  

However, many witnesses were skeptical of Smith’s motivations. One witness 
characterized Smith’s opposition as along the lines of, “Prove to me that racism exists. I 
want stats.” This witness said she was astounded that the City Council questioned the 
necessity for the position, because the discussions were occurring in the wake of George 
Floyd’s murder by Minneapolis police officers.  

Relevant provisions of the Lynnwood Municipal Code 

Two chapters of the LMC are of particular relevance to this investigation: LMC 
2.24 and LMC 2.60. The former applies to all advisory bodies, including but not limited to 
the DEIC. LMC 2.24.030B states, “Advisory body members shall be registered voters. 
Voter registration requirements for up to one member of each board or commission may be 
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waived by the mayor and confirmed by council if the individual is ineligible to be a 
registered voter.”  

In December of 2021, the City Council voted to amend LMC 2.24.030 to its 
current form. Prior to the amendment, the LMC allowed for the Mayor and Council to 
waive the voter registration requirement for up to two members. The amendment passed 
by a 6-1 vote, with Christine Frizzell (now the Mayor) voting no.7 

Some witnesses believed the amendment, in reducing the number of non-registered 
voters who could serve on commissions, was an unnecessary discriminatory barrier. 
According to Raiford, “Voter registration has nothing to do with being a good 
commissioner.”  said that in restricting membership to one non-
voter, the Council “silenced” a substantial portion of the City’s residents who were born 
outside the United States.  noted that it can take many years to achieve 
citizenship; she opined that immigrants should not be precluded from serving on boards 
and commissions, particularly the DEIC, just because they have not attained citizenship.  

LMC 2.24.030 further states, “Twice a year, the administration shall provide to 
the council a report on all applications to serve on city advisory bodies received in the 
time period since the date of the most recent report. The report shall contain at a 
minimum the name of all applicants, the date of receipt of their application by the city, the 
advisory body to which they applied, and the date and disposition of each application.” 

LMC 2.60.040 applies only to the DEIC. It provides, “No more than two 
member(s) of the commission may be nonresident community stakeholder(s) of the city of 
Lynnwood.” It further states, “There is a preference for city of Lynnwood residents over 
nonresident candidates.” LMC 2.24.010 defines “community stakeholder” as “a person 
who lives within Lynnwood’s municipal urban growth area [MUGA] as defined by the 
city’s comprehensive plan.” The LMC does not define “preferred.” 

Putting it all together, the Council may confirm one DEIC commissioner who is not 
a registered voter. The Council may confirm up to two commissioners who live in the 
MUGA, although Lynnwood residents are “preferred” over MUGA residents.  

 
7 The amendment was part of a broader ordinance that included, among other changes, a requirement to 
record meetings. In December, then-Councilmember Frizzell moved to postpone consideration of the 
ordinance, indicating that staff had not fully developed technical capabilities to record meetings.  
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At the time of Arra Rael’s appointment in May of 2022, the DEIC had five 
commissioners and thus two vacancies. All five members reside in the city limits, while 
Rael resides in the MUGA.  

Smith’s interactions with Leah Jensen during Rael’s confirmation process 
 

In February of 2022, after two vacancies opened on the DEIC, Councilmember 
Smith went looking for a list of recent applications for boards and commissions. His 
primary purpose was to see if Michael Miller was still on a list. Emails I received via a 
public records request show that Smith initially asked Lisa Harrison, the Executive 
Assistant for the City Council, to provide the list; however, Harrison could not locate the 
most updated version. On February 18, Harrison emailed Jensen, copying Smith, as 
follows: 

 
Councilmember Smith asked for the latest list of applicants for boards and 
commissions. I can only find the one from June (attached) but I thought you 
sent something later. Could you please forward him and me the latest? 
 

In response, Jensen sent the report she provided to the Council on December 6, 2021. 
 

Smith replied, “Leah, is there a reason names were removed from the list from 
June through November? I know of at least one who wanted to stay on the list.”8 Jensen 
replied: 

 
CVP Smith, the report to Council is a list of applications received between June 
and November of 2021. It is not a list of pending applications. Applications are 
kept on file for nine months. As positions on boards or commissions become 
vacant, I send pending applications to the staff liaisons for review. If an applicant 
has a question about an application they’ve submitted, they may send me an 
email for an update. 

 
Ultimately, Miller submitted a new application to be a DEIC commissioner in early 2022. 
In the spring of 2022, Mayor Christine Frizzell nominated Arra Rael for one of the two 
open seats. Miller did not receive a nomination.  

On April 12, 2022, Smith again emailed Jensen, asking her to provide unredacted 
applications for the recent applicants to the DEIC.  Smith was looking for the applicants’ 

 
8 Smith was referring to Miller. Jensen told me Miller was not on the December list because he had applied 
prior to June of 2021. The list covers the past six months; accordingly, Miller had rolled off.  
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street addresses, which staff had redacted prior to putting the applications in the record. 
Smith was specifically looking for Rael’s address. He suspected Rael did not live in the 
city limits; in his view, therefore, the LMC afforded “preference” to Miller over her.  

Rael’s nomination was set to come before the City Council at the April 18 meeting. 
At the same meeting, the Council was asked to confirm a nominee for the Planning 
Commission and a nominee for the Ethics Commission, both of whom are white males.  
Smith did not request unredacted applications for Planning or Ethics Commissions. He 
told me he did not need unredacted versions of these applications because he had verified, 
through a review of Snohomish County voting records, that both nominees were 
Lynnwood voters. He said he did not see Rael on the voter rolls for the City of Lynnwood; 
accordingly, he went in search of her address.   

Jensen did not give Smith unredacted applications for the DEIC applicants. 
Instead, she sent Smith a link to LMC 2.24.030, which establishes the confirmation 
process for advisory bodies.  Jensen’s email informed Smith that, per the LMC, staff 
would continue to provide the Council with a semi-annual report on the applications 
received within the previous six months.  

Smith replied as follows: 

Out of courtesy and security we redact people’s address so that it is not on 
the website.  However, non-redacted versions can be, and should be, provided 
to the Councilmembers if so requested. I am requesting a non redacted 
version of each applicant. 

 
Additionally, I am seeing many people that have applied for the DEIC being 
disregarded.  This certainly does not bode well for our desire to encourage 
people to apply for various commissions. The last list of applicants was 
provided in November.  I would think that this is something that is kept up to 
date.  Because at least one applicant being brought forward was not on the 
last list, and many long time residents have been overlooked, I am also 
requesting an updated version of this list. (Emphasis added.)  
 
Jensen did not respond. On April 14, Smith wrote to Jensen, “I never received the 

updated list of Commission applicants nor the two unredacted applicants of the DEIC. 
Please send right away.” Jensen did not respond. Smith was not provided with 
unredacted applications; nor did Jensen provide an updated applicant list outside of the 
semi-annual cycle.  
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Jensen told me she is not obligated to provide an applicant list other than on the 
semi-annual rotation. She said Smith’s request that she provide an updated list crossed the 
line from a request for information to directing her work. She emphasized that Smith is 
not allowed to do that, because she supports the Mayor, not the councilmembers. Jensen 
feels that Smith deliberately tries to intimidate her, and his demand that she provide 
unredacted applications and an updated list was another example of this. 

 
Furthermore, Jensen believes Smith’s requests were targeted at Rael because she is 

a LGBTQ+ woman of color. Jensen pointed out that Smith did not request unredacted 
applications for the white male nominees to the Planning and Ethics Commissions.  

 
Jensen said that Smith’s treatment of her, his persistent lack of support for 

diversity and equity issues, and his targeting of Rael make her believe he is motivated by 
racism as well as sexism. She told me, “I don’t like the spotlight. But I can’t stand by and 
watch institutionalized racism happen right before my eyes without speaking out.”   
 

 said Jensen is “fed up” and does not want 
to deal with Smith.  said, “[Leah] feels his words are hurting her more as a Black 
woman. When you talk disparagingly about race and social justice causes, a Black woman 
in the room is going to feel like she’s ‘less than.’”  
 

Jensen believes she has suffered double discrimination by virtue of being a woman 
of color. She said Smith asked Raiford to provide information concerning the DEIC 
applicants but did not continue to ask after Raiford declined, via email, to provide the 
information. Jensen’s complaint states as follows: 

 
CM Smith requested information from a male staff member. The staff member 
sent a reply by email. CM Smith did not respond to the male staff member’s 
email. I received the same request from CM Smith. I replied to his email with 
basically the same message he received from my male coworker. However, CM 
Smith continued to send me emails with a demand for the information. He also 
instructed the Council’s executive assistant to send me emails.  
 
I made a public records request for all emails between Raiford and/or Jensen and 

Councilmember Smith from January 1, 2022, to the present. In response, I received only 
one email between Smith and Raiford concerning a request for information. On March 9, 
2022, Smith sent a one-sentence message to Raiford asking for the names of the three 
applicants for the open DEIC position. Raiford did not respond. 
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Raiford did compose a draft response, which he shared with Jensen but apparently 
never sent to Smith. Jensen may have assumed Raiford sent the email, but according to 
the records I received in response to my records request, he did not. Raiford’s draft 
response, dated March 16, indicates that Raiford did not plan to provide the applicants’ 
names, out of a belief that Smith was overstepping his role as a councilmember and trying 
to interfere in the nomination process. Raiford’s draft email states: 

 
I appreciate your patience; I know it’s been nearly a week since you wrote to ask 
about DEIC candidates. Your request is a departure from the usual way that the 
City and the Council communicate about candidates who have applied to a board 
or commission. Past practice has adhered to the guidelines in the general LMC, 
which provide that Council is given a report (twice a year) of candidates who have 
applied to a board or commission since the last report. Council is not provided 
with information on nominated commissioners until the candidate is introduced 
to the Council during a work session. Is there some reason that you want to 
change this procedure? I spoke with commission liaisons and could not find any 
other request for information about nominated commissioners prior to the 
introductions and council work sessions and feel that DEI Commission should 
follow the same procedure as its counterparts. With that said, I am happy to sit 
down with you, the mayor, and Council President Hurst to discuss this further.  

 
Arra Rael’s confirmation process 

Arra Rael, whom the Mayor nominated for the DEIC in the spring of 2022, is 
employed as the Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging Manager at the Center for 
Human Services in Lynnwood. Rael is Asian American and LGBTQ+. The DEIC 
commissioners and City staff believe she is exceptionally well qualified to serve as a DEIC 
commissioner, because she has real-life experience as a member of several protected 
classes as well as professional experience in the DEI field.  

As noted, Michael Miller did not receive a nomination. Miller’s application, unlike 
Rael’s, did not indicate he had education or professional experience in the DEI field. 
Miller’s application, unlike Rael’s, did not explain how his lived experience gives him an 
understanding of what it is like to be a minority. Raiford said the DEIC reviewed Miller’s 
application and saw “an older, white, straight man . . . upper middle class.” Raiford stated 
that with the history of Lynnwood as majority white in terms of number and in terms of 
power, Rael’s voice was “more important” than Miller’s.  

Miller did have one advantage over Rael: he resides in the Lynnwood city limits 
while Rael does not. In addition, at the time of her nomination, Rael was not a registered 
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voter in the MUGA. Rael did not misrepresent either fact in her application materials. The 
application form did not ask if she is a resident of Lynnwood. It asked for her address, 
which she provided. Rael’s address states it is in Lynnwood, which led Rael to believe she 
is a Lynnwood resident. Rael learned through the appointment process that her apartment 
complex lies just outside the city boundary.  

On her application, Rael answered “no” to the question, “Are you a registered 
voter in the City of Lynnwood?” She indicated “yes” when asked, “Are you a registered 
voter somewhere else?” At the time, Rael was registered to vote at her former address in 
Marysville. She changed her voter registration to her current address prior to the City 
Council vote on her confirmation.  

On April 18, 2022, the City Council interviewed Rael along with the two 
applicants for the other commissions: Matt Cail for the Planning Commission and Rick 
Michels for the Ethics Commission.  

Cail’s interview took 14 minutes. The councilmembers asked Cail questions that 
sounded par for the course and noncontroversial, such as “What do you think is the most 
pressing issue for the Planning Commission?” “How would you deal with conflict?” and 
“How will you use your skillset to benefit the Commission?” The councilmembers were 
upbeat and spoke to Cail in a friendly tone. 

Michels’ interview took 16 minutes. Councilmembers Smith and Shannon Sessions 
corrected Michels on his misconception that the Ethics Commission provides input to the 
City Council. Sessions said, “You’d be there to judge us if there was a complaint.” 
Otherwise, as with Cail’s interview, the councilmembers were upbeat and friendly. They 
spoke favorably about Michels being a father of six.  

Rael’s interview took 40 minutes. This was partially due to Rael’s tendency to give 
lengthy answers to questions, but partially due to councilmembers’ more rigorous 
questioning. Councilmembers Patrick Decker, Sessions, and Smith all asked challenging 
questions of Rael, and Sessions and Decker had an audibly less friendly tone than they 
had used with Cail or Michels.  

Councilmember Smith publicly stated that he lived in Hawaii, Japan, and the 
Philippines as a “military brat.” He said, “I’ve got a little bit of background being a 
minority over there.” He added that he had been attending the DEIC meetings 
consistently for three years.  
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Smith stated to Rael, “You say you live in Lynnwood, but you’re not a registered 
Lynnwood voter.” Rael responded that she was still registered at her former address in 
Marysville. Smith and Rael then discussed if Rael lives in the city limits, and Rael said 
she had recently found out that her apartment complex is in an unincorporated area. 
(Smith seemed to know this already.)  

Smith then stated that he had been trying to get information on the DEIC 
applicants, but “there doesn’t seem to be enough transparency.” He then alluded to the 
possibility that the City Council might not confirm Rael’s nomination. He told Rael that 
the Council would “look into this as far as our requirements,” and indicated that Rael 
could still be involved with the City in other ways.  

Smith then asked Rael, “Do you think we have a lot of sexism in Lynnwood?” He 
asked, “If we had commissions that were all male commissions, don’t you think we 
should be trying to get a balance?”9  

At the City Council meeting on April 25, the Council voted unanimously to 
confirm Cail to the Planning Commission and Michels to the Ethics Commission. The 
Council tabled Rael’s confirmation. The Council was split, with Councilmembers Hurst, 
Josh Binda, and Sutton speaking in favor of Rael and Councilmembers Smith, Julieta 
Altamirano-Crosby, Decker, and Sessions debating Rael’s eligibility on the basis of her 
residency and voter registration.  

Council President Hurst moved to confirm Rael, stating that Rael is a registered 
voter and a MUGA resident and therefore is eligible for confirmation. Hurst stated that 
staff had verified that the five current members of the DEIC are all Lynnwood residents; 
accordingly, the Council was free to appoint up to two MUGA residents. Mayor Frizzell 
added, “I’ve asked staff to triple-check, and all five [current DEIC] members reside 
within the boundaries of the City of Lynnwood.”  

Some of the councilmembers, notably Sessions, said they interpreted the LMC to 
require that candidates not only be registered voters, but that they be correctly registered 
in their current place of residence. Sessions stated that at a minimum, the LMC was 
unclear on this point. 

Councilmember Smith spoke at length about Rael’s nomination. Ostensibly, he 
supported Rael as being qualified. However, he publicly challenged staff’s claim that all 
five current DEIC commissioners are Lynnwood residents; he stated his belief, based on 

 
9 This seemed to be an indirect way of pointing out that all five of the DEIC commissioners were female, 
such that appointing a male (Miller) would be a step toward “balance.” 
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what a DEIC commissioner allegedly told him, that one of the current members lives in 
the MUGA and not in the city.10  

Smith strongly criticized staff for not providing him the information he requested. 
While he stated, “I’m trying not to get too upset tonight,” his voice sounded angry. He 
stated that he requested information “over and over” but did not get it, and that:  

We need to make this decision and we need to have this information, but to say 
“no, we’re going to redact it, and you guys are not allowed to have this 
information, just trust us” . . . Well, having been in government for over 26 years, 
I think a lot of us realized, we just don’t trust government, we don’t trust the 
politicians, we don’t trust the bureaucrats. We want to have total and complete 
transparency.  

Smith reiterated that Miller had applied but “they took him off the list.”11 With 
audible scorn in his voice, Smith stated, “We didn’t know that we had a limitation of nine 
months. Did you know that? Nine months and your name gets taken off.”12 Smith 
complained that councilmembers are asked to recruit applicants for advisory bodies, but 
“then we do it and we get slapped in the face.” He concluded, “I’m concerned that we’re 
starting to get more agenda driven rather than what is best for all of the people that we 
represent.”  

Councilmember Sessions then stated that the municipal code was not clear about 
residency and voter registration requirements or at a minimum, the discussion was 
becoming confused. Accordingly, Sessions suggested the vote be postponed so as to obtain 
clarification from the City Attorney. Councilmember Decker moved to postpone the 
matter to May 23, and Sessions seconded. Rael’s confirmation was postponed on a 5-2 
vote, with Hurst and Binda voting no.   

  
Following the April 25 meeting, the DEIC issued a written statement criticizing 

the City Council. The statement characterized the Council’s actions as “intentionally 
choosing to create barriers to equitable representation” and engaging in a “pattern of 
exclusion and discrimination.”  
  

 
10 Smith told me he was referring to Selam Habte. He said Habte told him she does not live in the Lynnwood 
city limits. I was told that Habte’s address is, in fact, in Lynnwood, although it is very close to the boundary.  
11 Smith also mentioned that someone named “Dio,” whom he alleged is “American Mexican,” had applied 
for the DEIC but did not receive a nomination.   
12 Italics to indicate audible emphasis in Smith’s remarks. 
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City Council meetings subsequent to April 25 
 
At the May 16 City Council meeting, the Council discussed the general 

requirements for membership on boards and commissions. They discussed the LMC’s 
stated “preference” for Lynnwood residents over nonresidents, with Councilmember 
Decker emphasizing this point. Decker and Raiford debated what it means to give a 
“preference” to residents. Raiford told the Council that the intent of the LMC is to give 
preference to a Lynnwood resident only if their qualifications are equal to the 
qualifications of a MUGA resident. Smith and Decker voiced disagreement with this 
interpretation.   

 
Smith again publicly scolded the staff for taking Miller “off the list” and not 

providing unredacted applications or an updated applicant list when Smith requested it. 
He alleged such action was in violation of the LMC.  

 
On May 23, 2022, the City Council voted 5-2 to confirm Arra Rael. Decker and 

Smith voted no. Smith again alleged a “lack of transparency,” stating, “Council isn’t 
trusted to look at addresses of applications.” He alleged that ignoring Lynnwood residents 
is disrespectful toward them. 

 
On July 20, 2022, the Council discussed proposed amendments to the LMC. 

Sessions proposed language that would require applicants to be correctly registered to 
vote at their current residence. Decker proposed language that would give Lynnwood 
residents priority over nonresidents, regardless of their relative qualifications. Smith 
indicated support for this, but others disagreed.  

 
Smith again criticized staff for not providing requested information. He claimed 

that the councilmembers are treated as “second class citizens.” He again complained that 
councilmembers were asked to recruit applicants, only to have applicants “taken off the 
list” after nine months.  

 
 CONCLUSIONS 

Leah Jensen’s claims 

Based on a preponderance of the evidence, I find that Leah Jensen’s claims of race 
and sex discrimination are substantiated. This conclusion is based on the totality of the 
circumstances. Smith, a white man, treated Jensen, a Black woman, as if she must answer 
to him, then publicly criticized her when she did not comply. At the same time, he 
opposed the DEIC confirmation of a woman of color in favor of his preferred candidate, a 
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white male, and he failed to support or add value to the City’s work on diversity, equity, 
and inclusion issues. 

Smith claims he merely asked Jensen to provide information, which is his right as a 
councilmember. However, Smith in fact attempted to direct Jensen’s work by asking her 
to provide an updated applicant list outside the semi-annual cycle set forth in the LMC. 
This crossed the line from being a mere request for information.  

As a matter of state law13 and city policy, a councilmember has no authority to 
direct the work of the Mayor’s Executive Assistant. In January of 2022, Mayor Frizzell 
adopted new communications standards, which establish parameters for councilmember 
interactions with staff. These guidelines state: 

For items on a council meeting agenda, councilmembers should directly 
email the contact person listed on the agenda.   

For questions an individual Councilmember may have of the Executive 
branch outside of a meeting, please directly contact the applicable 
Department Director, or if unknown, you may send an email to the Mayor’s 
Executive Assistant who will route your request to the appropriate 
Department Director.   

. . . . 

Please note that Councilmembers do not have the authority to direct staff to 
proceed with any action.  (Emphasis added.) 

 
Despite this, Smith behaved as if he was entitled to have Jensen do this work. Two of his 
emails to Jensen went beyond polite requests; in fact, they were directive and/or 
accusatory in tone. Smith did not seem to recognize that he was asking Jensen to perform 
tasks especially for him.  

When Jensen did not comply with Smith’s direction, he publicly criticized her in 
five separate council meetings. While Smith did not mention Jensen’s name, it was clear 
who he was talking about (and Jensen was present for at least two of the meetings). From 
my work as a city attorney, I am aware that it can be unsettling, even frightening, for a 
staff member to be publicly berated by an elected official.  

 
13 See RCW 35A.12.100 (“The mayor shall be the chief executive and administrative officer of the city, in 
charge of all departments and employees . . .”). 
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Moreover, Smith’s repeated criticism that Jensen took Mike Miller “off the list” 
lacked an obvious point. Jensen keeps applications on file for nine months; however, 
nothing prohibits an applicant from reapplying as vacancies arise.  

Jensen experienced Smith’s directiveness and public criticism at the same time she 
witnessed him displaying underinformed perspectives on racism. From Smith’s vantage 
point, it may seem that racism is a thing of the past because he, as an individual, does not 
believe he holds overtly racist views. Yet, systemic racism still affects the lives of many 
BIPoC people in a significant way. A quote that seems particularly relevant here is:  

Denial that racism still exists; denial that, even if it does exist, it’s to blame for 
the situation at hand; denial that the problem is as bad as people of color say it 
is—these denials are the easy outs that the dominant white narrative offers to 
people.14  

Jensen, as a Black woman, is understandably sensitive to claims that racism is no 
longer a problem, or that a straight white male understands what it is like to be a 
disadvantaged minority, or that a white male applicant should be confirmed over a more 
qualified woman of color. From Jensen’s vantage point, if Smith had a true understanding 
of racism or sexism, he would not have considered himself privileged to treat her with 
disrespect. 

 It is important to note that Smith was not the only councilmember to question or 
challenge the DEIC’s actions. He was not the only councilmember who opposed the 
creation of Raiford’s position. He was not alone in voting to delay Arra Rael’s 
confirmation or in voting against her confirmation. Smith was not the only 
councilmember who has supported municipal code amendments that some see as 
discriminatory barriers. However, Smith is the only councilmember to combine those 
actions with the disrespectful treatment of a female employee of color.  

 Doug Raiford’s claims 

Based on a preponderance of evidence, I find that Doug Raiford’s complaint is not 
substantiated. As noted, Councilmember Smith has demonstrated underinformed views 
on race and social justice issues, along with a lack of willingness to educate himself or 
develop true empathy for these causes. At the same time, he insists on being outspoken on 
the issues. This understandably makes people of color and other minorities frustrated and 

 
14 The Sum of Us: What Racism Costs Everyone and How We Can Prosper Together, by Heather McGhee, 
copyright 2021. 
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uncomfortable. I am sympathetic to Raiford being compelled to experience that on a 
consistent basis.  

Nevertheless, as an elected official, Smith is entitled to express his views on 
politics and City business, even if others may find those views objectionable. Without a 
showing that Smith has treated a particular employee with disrespect, an expression of 
views is not enough, in my opinion, to sustain a claim of hostile work environment.   

I was not presented with sufficient evidence that Smith treated Raiford in the same 
dismissive, disrespectful manner that he treated Jensen; that Smith attempted to direct 
Raiford’s work; or that Smith repeatedly and publicly criticized Raiford’s actions.15 
Accordingly, standing alone, Smith’s outspoken opinion about race and social justice 
issues does not establish a hostile work environment for Raiford.  

If you have any questions or need additional information, please let me know.  

    Sincerely, 

    HAGGARD & GANSON LLP 

 
 
     Kathleen Haggard 

 
15 That Raiford did not receive the same disrespectful treatment bolsters my conclusions that Smith 
discriminated against Jensen because she is Black and female.  
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